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ABSTRACT
We describe a method for representing the structure of ropeating sequences In nucleic-acids,

proteins and other texts. A portion of the sequence is presented at the bottom of a CRT screen.
Above the sequence Is its landscape, which looks like a mountain range. Each mountain
corresponds to a subsequence of the sequence. At the peak of every mountain Is written the
number of times that the subsequence appears. A data structure called a DAWG, which can be
built In time proportional to the length of the sequence, Is used to construct the landscape. For the
40 thousand bases of bacterlophage T7, the DAWG can be built In 30 seconds. The time to display
any portion of the landscape is less than a second. Using sequence landscapes, one can quickly
locate significant repeats.

INTRODUCTION

It is often useful to examine nucleic-acid sequences for subsequences that are either unusually
common or rare. This may be done by determining the composition up to some fixed length of
subsequence, an operation requiring O(n) steps . One can also create an index of all minimum
unique subsequences In 0(nlog(n)) steps for an average sequence (1,2). Once unusual subse-
quences are found, it is useful to locate them on the entire sequence to determine their positions
relative to one another and to other important features of the sequence.

We report here a method for displaying the number of occurrences of every subsequence. We
call this a "landscape"2. The landscape Is derived from a directed acyclic word graph (DAWG) of
the sequence, which is created in 0(n) steps (3,4). Unusually long repeated sequences show up as

peaks on the landscape, and unusually rare ones are seen as valleys. The positions of subse-
quence features are maintained because the landscape Is displayed above the linear sequence. In

addition, short sequences that predict (are always part ofl longer sequences are obvious in the
landscape.

Another common analysis is to compare a sequence with other sequences to find significant
similarities. This operation can be done with a landscape. The DAWG Is created from one or more

iThe notation 0(n), pronunced "order of n, means that for a sequence n bas long the calculton time

Ylll be An+1B, where A and B are consant.
The lnbdsc prgram Is wrItn In C and runs under the UNIX (TR opeating syst*m wth most CRT

terminals. It Is available for cost of dIibution or CSNET or by ASCII tP wrItlen at 1600 bpl. Inquiries
should be made to SchnekIer and Stormo (toms@boulder or stomrmboulder).., R L.Prs Liitd Oxod England. 141 ................................................
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sequences, called the source sequences. The landscape is displayed over a target sequence so

that Xt numbers In the landscape refer to how many times each subsequence of the target

sequence occurs In the set of source sequences. Peaks are unusually long subsequences in the

target squence that also occur in the source set of sequences. Regions of the target sequence

containing exact matches to sequences in the source set will be identified, even if their orders are

scrambled. Also, long Inexact matches can often be Identified because they tend to contain many

shorter exact matches concentrated In one region. An Inexact match may be significant because it

Is similar to a collection of sequences but not necessarily to any one of those sequences.

METHOD

Dflnnna

The methods for displaying landscapes of sequences are completely general, and apply to

squences composed of letters from any finite alphabet. We use the generic term Jtring to refer to a

sequene of characters chosen from some arbitrary (but fixed) finite alphabet. A eubstring of a

string s Is a string I of letters that occur contiguously in a, i.e. such that a = xyz for some (possibly

empty) strings X and z. The frequency of y in a is the number of disfinct (possibly overlapping)

occurrences of I In a.

TIM -Ana d Wh It Mains

A landscape consists of a portion of a target string displayed on the bottom line of a CRT

screen and the two-dimensional array in the plane above the string, depicting the number of times

the substrings of the target string occur in a aource string (multiple source strings are also allowed).

To understand the meaning of the landscape, it is useful to think of the plane above the target

string as consisting of cells. Each cell refers to a unique substring of the target string. A cell's posi-

tion is specified by its row, counting from the bottom of the display with row 1 just above the string,

and Its column, counfing from the beginning of the string with column 1. A cell in row and column j
refers to the substring of length ending at position j of the string. In a primitive landscape every

cell contains a number giving the number of occurrences of the substring in the source string.

The substring a cell refers to may be visualized by projecting straight down to the target string

at the bottm of the display for the right end of the substring and diagonally down to the left for the

beginning of the substring. For instance, a primitive landscape with target string GTAGTAAAC and

source string GTAGTAAAC is shown in Figure Ia. Since target and source strings are identical, the

numbers in the landscape are frequencies In the target string itself. The landscape software is often

used In this mode. The cell containing the I at the top of the triangle refers to the entire string

(poslun 1-9) and indicates that that string occurs only once. The cell directiy below it refers to

the subetring in positions 2-9 (i.e. TAGTAAAC), while the cell below and to the left refers to the sub-

string In positions 1-8. The cells in row 1 refer to single characters in the string.

Because the numbers are dense, the raw data are hard to interpret on large strings with

complex Intemal structures. The landscape program presents a more abstract representation of the
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Flgurs 1. Example landscapes of DNA sequences.
a. The primiftvo (complete) landscape of the quence GTAGTAMC (see text for the meaning of
each number).
b. The procesed landscape of the same sequence m in part a.
c. The landscape of the sequence CCGTAGTMCCCATATTGG using GTAGTAAAC as the source
string.

data. Figure lb demonstrates how the primitive landscape In figure la is prcessed to be more legi-
ble. The primitive landscape is paritioned into regions of cells whose corresponding subetrings aN

occur with the same frequency. The number of occurrences is shown only in the highest cell of the

region. Dash marks show the boundary, and the interior is filled with spaces.

These regions are defined using the conceptb of Implication and equivalence for strings (4). In

the string GTAGTAAAC, every time T occurs it is preceded by G and followed by A, thus T always
occurs In the larger context of the string GTA. There is no string longer than G that always precedes
T, and no string longer than A that always follows T. Thus GTA is the maximal context "impUed" by
T.

In general, whenever a substring y of a target string s is always preceded by a string X and fbl-
lowed by a string z, we say that y implica zyz (with reepect to a). Either z or z may be empty. The

longest such string zyz is called the implication of y (in a). Every substring of ataget string . will

have a unique implication. In our example string, the implication of each of the strings T, G, GT,
TA, and GTA is GTA. GTA Is its own implication since there Is no string that always foUlows GTA or

always precedes GTA. Ukewise, the strings A and AA ae their own implications. This may seem

surprising at first, since it appears that AA always occurs in the context of AAA. However, according
to our definition AA does not imply AAA, since it is not the case that both occurrences of AA ae

preceded by A (or followed by A). Finally, because they occur only once, the remaining substrlngs
all have the same implication, namely, the entire string GTAGTAAAC.
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Two substrings of 8 are called equivalent (with respect to s) if they have the same implication.

This obviously means that they also have the same frequency of occurrence. Sets of substrings

with the same implication are called two-way equivalence classes (two-way because implication can

add context both to the left and to the right of a substring). In our example, the set of substrings of

GTAGTAAAC is partitioned into four two-way equivalence classes, {T,G,GT,TA,GTA} (freq. 2), {A}

(freq. 4), (AA} (freq. 2) and a class for the remaining substrings (freq. 1). It is these equivalence

classes that form the regions of the processed landscape (henceforth called simply "the

landscape"). The frequency Is displayed in the cell that denotes the common implication of the sub-

strings in the class (called the representative of the class). The representative will always be the

longest substring in the class and other members of the class will be substrings of this string.

Taken together, the cells denoting substrings in a two-way equivalence class form a region that is

triangular on top, with frequency label at the apex and dashed lines forming the sides, but in general

ragged on the bottom. This is because there are often equivalence classes inside a mountain which

are composed of smaller substrings. The class with representative GTAGTAAAC, with apex labeled

I in figure lb has this typical shape. The entire landscape has the appearance of a mountain

range, with larger triangular peaks overlayed by smaller peaks.

Even a glance at a landscape display gives a wealth of statistical and structural information

about a string. For example, the left most peak with '2' at the top in figure lb indicates that GTA

occurs twice in the string. The region below each '2' indicates that T, G, GT, and TA imply GTA and

thus every occurrence of G is folowed by TA, every occurrence of T is preceded by G and followed

by A, etc. The overlayed "peak" for the substring A, labeled '4', Indicates that A does not Imply

GTA, but In fact also occurs In two other contexts (i.e. not preceded by GT). Finally, GTA has the

highest peak with a frequency greater than 1, so GTA is the longest repeating substring in the

string.

When the source string is different from the target string the frequency number given at the

apex of a peak refers to the number of times the substring below it occurs in the source string. Fig-

ure Ic is the landscape obtained by using GTAGTAAAC as the source string and

CCGTAGTAACCCATATTGG as the target string. The tallest peak shows that the longest substring

of the target string that also occurs in the source string is GTAGTAA. Inside this is the peak denot-

ing GTA, which occurs twice in the source string. AAC also occurs once in the source string, and is

implied by AC and C. Note that although TA occurs 3 times in the target, it only occurs 2 times in

the source, and each TA In the target Is therefore labeled with a 2.

The landscape can also be given for a target string using frequencies taken from a set of

source strings. Here the numbers displayed Indicate the frequencies of occurrence in the combined

set of source strings. More examples of these various types of landscapes appear in the RESULTS

section of this paper. In examples where source and target strings are Identical, only peaks with fre-

quency greater than I ae displayed since the single peak with frequency 1 always site above the

entIre string, and thus gives no additional information. Another convention Is to use an asterisk to
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represent frequency numbers that are 10 or larger, so that the proper alignment of the cells is

preserved (see also the discussion of the "zoom-in" command below).

Functions Provided Bf X Landsana Program

The landscape program is cursor-oriented. The user may move the cursor to any cell on the

screen, or may scroll horizontally to see other sections of the string and vertically to see the tops of

tall mountains. Upon placing the cursor on a cell, one may quickly discover what substring the cell

refers to by using the show command which puts this substring into reverse video and capitalizes it.

The search function provides a quick and easy method for locafing substrings in the target

string. The string used as the search key may be obtained from the screen by placing the cursor on

its corresponding cell, from the keyboard, or from an external file. The search function moves the

cursor to the cell corresponding to the next occurrence of the search key in the target string and the

landscape surrounding that substring is displayed.

The zoom-in command is provided for expanding the asterisks, displaying larger frequencies in

each cell. Although this reduces the amount of landscape that fits on a screen, it allows the user to

examine small sections of a string more closely.

The zoom-out command provides a more global view of a string using a condensed landscape.
This allows quick identification of substrings wifth unusually large or small frequencies. Each column

in a condensed landscape summarizes a block of columns from a normal landscape, where the size

of the block is some factor of ten. Verical lines, bounded by dashes at the top and bottom, are

displayed in these columns showing the highest mountain and lowest valley in the section of the

normal landscape that they represent.

Figure 2a shows a condensed landscape using all of bacteriophage ms2 as the target string

(5) and bacterlophage fd as the source (6). The user may now place the cursor on the highest
mountain, at 1900. This position summarizes th landscape from 1801 to 1900. By typing '>', for
zoom-in, the user increases the magnification and begins to zero in on this tallest mountain. Figure
2b shows the new display. The cursor appeas at 1850, since that is the midpoint of the previous
range (1801 - 1900). The mountain is now at position 1860, so the user may move the cursor one

cell to the right and zoom-in once again (figure 2c). The cursor appeared at 1855 and has been

moved to 1857, where the user has used the show command to highlight the substring that

corresponds to this mountain, here shown In capitals. This simple method has easily located the

longest substring found in fd that also occurs in ms2. The 1 at the top of the peak indicates that this

string occurs only once in fd. The search function described above may be used to locate other

places in ms2 that this substring occurs, if any exist. On a Pyramid BOx computer, each of these

screenn is computed as fast as a N800 baud terminal can display it.

At any time while using the landscape program, th user Is allowed to change either the

source or the target string. This may be used to view a target with landscapes derived from dif-

ferent sources. The user's position In the current target string remains, but th frequencies In the

landscape change as the target is compared to different source strings. On the other hand, by let-
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a)

-----I --------II---Il -f-I I---I-I--t-

1000- 2000- 3000-
text: Ss2 begin: 1 position: 1900
dawg: Cfd.cp end: 3569 length: 14

density: 100
help:?' move:hJkl zoom:<> go4g3 prev:pP show:s save:S srch:A\ next:xX DAWG/txt:dt

b)

I-I--I - --1 ----I---I-

------- ---- ---- --- f--I-I-- - - - ------I-. --f--------f--- ------1 -- ---I.

1800- 1900- 2000- 2100- 2200- 2300- 2400-
text: ss2 begin: 1 position: 1860
dawg: fd.dp end: 3569 length: 14

density: 10
help:?, move:hjkcl zoom:<> go:$G prev:pP show:s save:S srch:/\ next:xX DAWG/txt:dt

c)

1/I ~~~~~~~~~~~~12
1 12I/ 22f/2 4 1 If 2 1 1 1 /2 /2/3f 1

112 511271 422 3 44347/4 1 58 24 1 / f1431 14242/f13/711274/121 23f 3/
22488**6**7 *5549*55**59 13279** 3376/f 2228*72 29**8725*8**6**65*758795f 17f 2'

tcaattgcfTlurCocrCACT,Ggaagcggtgatccgcsacagtgacgactttacagcaattgcttacttaagggacgaatt
1840- 1850- 1860- 1870- 1880 1890- 1900- 1910-
text: .u2 begin: 1 position: 1857
dawg: fd.dp end: 3569 length: 14

frequency: 1
help:?, move:hjkl zoom:<> go4g prev:pP show:s save:S srch:A next:XX DAWIC/txt:dt

Flgurs 2. Some example landscapes as seen on a ORT terminal.
a. The condensed landscape of ms2, using fd as the source string. Each vertical line shows the
maximum peak and minimum valley for 100 bases of sequence. The cursor (arrow) Is pointed at
fth highest peak, at posIidon 1801 to 1900 and level 14.
b. Each vertia Ane now shows the maximum peak and minimum valley for 10 bases. The cursor
Is now at posItin 1851 to 1880.
c. The landscape showing fth sequence on the bottom line. The cursor Is at the peak at position
1857, where a 14.lng sequence, TTCTGTCGOTACTG, occurs that Is aleo found In fd. The show
feature, s, has been used to capitalize the string associated with the cursor.
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ting the source be a fixed set of related strings and varying the target among the individual strings in

this set, patterns common in the entire set can be recognized in each of the individual strings.

Qthe Program Faturkis

Strings are stored in external UNIX files according to a simple format that allows multiple

strings in one file. Texts from a single file are treated as a group when used as the source string

and individually when used as the target. An interface to the Delila system programs (7,8) has been

written that allows one to extract sets of sequences from the GenBank (TM) or EMBL databases (9).

Many features are provided for recording sessions. The first of these is the tracing feature. At

the start of a session, the user may specify that the session is to be recorded. This causes the

user's keyboard input to be saved, character by character. When the program is terminated, the

user is told the name of the file in which the session has been saved, which is built directly from the

date and time of the session. Running the program later and specifying the trace option causes a

"movie" to be run of the recorded session. The user sees the session fly by on the screen, just as

if it was being controlled from the keyboard. This movie may be stopped at any time, allowing new

branches off the previous session. These tracing sessions may also be recorded. This versatile
capability may be seen as the beginnings of an automatic laboratory book facility, with sessions

viewed as experiments.

Also desirable is the capability of printing landscapes on hardcopy devices. This may be done

in two ways. At any time the user may save the screen in a UNIX file. Later these screens can be

printed out on a variety of hardcopy devices. An albmative method Is to run the program from a

hardcopy terminal, in which case the landscape is printed to the right of the sequence that runs

down the page. This has the advantage of producing long, uninterrupted landscapes, but all the

screen-oriented capabilities are st.

How X AX

nsaeiln af Xb DAWG. Every number in a landscape indicates how many times a substring

in the target occurs in the source. To determine each number one could simply search the source

for each target substring. However, for a target of size n, there are n(n+l)/2 substrings. Even with

fast string seurch algorithms (10) this procedure would be slow. Nevertheless, the landscape pro-

gram rapidly performs the analysis on large strings.

Before building a landscape, the program first builds a representation of the source string

which is called the DAWG (Directed Acyclic Word Graph) (3). The DAWG speeds the computation
of the landscape In two ways. First, given a substring of the target, the DAWG quickly reveals the

frequency of the substring in the source, eliminating the need to repeatedly traverse the source

string. Second, substrings of the source are arranged in the DAWG so that their implications are

easily calculated, facilitating the construction of the landscape mountains.

Using the DAWG, the limiting factor on the size of strings that can be analyzed is not the time

to compute the landscape, but the size of the random access memory (RAM) required to store the

DAWG efficiently. For instance, constructing the DAWG using the DNA of bacteriophage T7 as the
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source string (40000 base pairs) takes 30 seconds on a Pyramid 90X containing 8 megabytes of

RAM memory. With only 4 megabytes available, disk accesses increase the time to 10 minutes.

A DAWG Is a directed graph, i.e. a set of nodes connected by directed edges (see e.g. 11).

Each edge is labeled with a character from the source string, while each node is labeled with a fre-

quency. There is also a special node called the start node. The set of paths from the start node to

other nodes in the DAWG corresponds to the set of substrings of the source string. The path for a

given substring Is found by starting at the start node and traversing the set of edges that spells the

substring. The frequency label in the node at the end of the path gives the number of occurrences

of the substring in the source string.
Figure 3 shows the DAWG for the string GTAGTAAAC. Suppose you want to find the number

of timos MC occurs in GTAGTAAAC. If you begin at the start node and move along the edge

labeled A, you get to a node labeled with frequency 4, indicating that A occurs four times in

GTAGTAAAC. When you then follow the edge labeled A leading out of this node, you get to a node

labeled with froquency 2, indicating thatM occurs twice. If you then follow the edge labeled C, you

get to an edge labeled with frequency 1, indicafing that MC occurs only once in GTAGTAAAC. As

another example, if you trace the path for the string TAT in the DAWG you will find that there is no
edg leading out of the node for TA that is abled T. This Indicates that TAT does not occur at all in

GTAGTAAC.
There are often multiple paths from the start node to a node. These paths spell out the set of

subsngs Fe node stands fbr. All substrings in the set have the same frequency in the source

string, maidng it possible for the node to have a single frequency label yielding the correct frequency
for any of these substrings. This is because the nodes of the DAWG are related to the two-way
equivalence clsse of substrings of the source string, Introduced above.

As described above, the landscape for a string with respect to itself is partitioned into regions

of cehb denoting two-way equivalence casses of substrings. Each of these regions can be further

parutoned Into columns of cells. Each of these columns defines a right equivalence class. All sub-

strings in a dght equivalence clss lead to the same node in the DAWG, and there is one node in

the DAWO for each right equivalence class in the string. For example, the two-way equivalence
clas represented by GTA In GTAGTAAAC contains three columns and thus Is partitioned Into three

right equivalence csses, (G), {T, GT) and (TA, GTA). The two-way equivalence class

represented by GTAGTAAAC itsel is partitioned Into six right equivalence classe. The other two

two-way equivalence clsses, for A and AA, cannot be partitioned further, and thus are already right

equivalence classes. This gives a total of 11 right equivalence classes for GTAGTAAAC. These,
combined with the stat node, give the 12 nodes of the DAWG for this string. To make the

correspondence between the DAWG and the landscape complete, we define a special right

equivalence ci containing only the empty string which corresponds to the start node.

Because they come from a column in the landscape, the substrings In a right equivalence
cass are all suffixes of the longest string In the class, corresponding to the cell at the top of the
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start node Eigura 3. The DAWG for the sequence GTAGTAAAC.
1G\\ See text for details.

T 2A
WA , -;;class z

class y 2

classX -1

column. As with two-way equivalence classes, this longest string will be called the reprcecsntative of

the right equivalence class. Not all suffixes of the representative will be in the right equivalence
class, since any particular column of the landscape may cut through several two-way equivalence
classes, thus generating several right equivalence classes. The suffix clas-o of a right equivalence
class is the right equivalence class that lies immediately below it in the column of a landscape. For

instance, in the 6th column of Figure 1 b, the suffix class of {GTAGTA, TAGTA, AGTA} is {GTA,
TA} and the suffx class of {GTA, TA} is (A). The sUff'lX class Of (A) is empty. Nodes for these suf-

fix classes in the DAWG for GTAGTAAAC are marked as classes x, y and z, respectively, in Figure
3.

The DAWG gives a complete record of the frequencies of all the substrings that occur in the

source string it is built for, and even shows which strings are not substrings of the source string, as

described above. Moreover, this information can be retrieved in time proportional to the length of

substring, not the length of the source string. This amounts to a nearly instantaneous retrieval of the

frequency of any short substring of a large string. Even though there can be up to n(n+l)/2 sub-

strings in a source string that is n characters long, this string will have at most 2n-1 right
equivalence classes, so the DAWG will contaln no more than Rn-i nodes (3). In addition, the

DAWG contains no more than Sn - 3 edges, and can be built in O(n) time (3).
Because of fast construction and retrieval times, the only limiting factor in using the DAWC3 is

the space it occupies (about 50 times more space than the raw source string In our Implementaffon).
A substanffal part of this SpaCe should be RAM memory, for reasons discussed in (4). More com-

pact versions of the DAWG we also discusseci In that papr, where nodes correspond to two-way
equivalence csss of the source string. Average case size analysis for the DAWG bullt from ran-

dom strings is given In (12). Our experlence wlth DNA Indicates that theoretical size prodlstions for
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random strings on tour letters (each equally likely) are good estimates for most DNA sequences.

How t L ina Drawn Using Xb DAWG. The landscape is constructed one column at

a time from left to right. The algorithm begins with the highest right equivalence class In a column,

and puts a frequency number or slash in the cell denoting the upper boundary of this class. This

number or slash Is called a boundary mark. If the boundary mark Is a slash, the algorithm fills In the

rest of the cells down to the next boundary mark with blanks; if it is a number, it fills them in with

vertical bars. Then it Inserts a number or a slash in the cell denofing the top boundary of the next

right equivalence class down, and repeats the process for successive equivalence classes until the

bottom of the column Is reached.

Before the landscape is drawn, each node of the DAWG (except the start node) must be aug-

mented with a label indicating the length of the representative of the class it denotes (a length labe()

and a pointer to the node denofing its suffix class (a euffix pointer). Pointers to suffix classes are

created during construction of the DAWG, and there are fast methods of labeling nodes with the

length of their longest member (4). The suffix pointers of the nodes for the three right equivalence

classes discussed above are illustrated in Figure 3 with dashed lines.

Let topnode be the node denoting the right equivalence class appearing at the top of the

landscape in the column currently being drawn and topheight be the height of the boundary mark for

this class. The nodes denoting successively lower right equivalence classes in the column can be

found by starting at topnode and traversing suffix pointers until the start node is encountered. The

length label of each of these nodes denotes the length of the representative of each of these

classes, and hence, the height in the column of the boundary marks for each of the classes.

A right equivalence class is drawn in the current column as follows. Let currentnode be the

node that denotes this class. Let nextletter denote the character in the next column to the right. If

currentnode is topnode, then currentheight Is topheight, otherwise it is the value in the length label of

the node. The boundary mark, which must be drawn at currentheight, is the mountain top if the

strings formed by appending nextietter to the strings In currentnode's class have a different fre-

quency in the source; otherwise it Is the left side of a mountain. Thus, if the frequency of the node

reached by nextietter Is different from the frequency of currentnode, then insert the frequency of

currentnode into the cell at currentheight, otherwise insert a slash.

The only remaining problem is how to find topnode and topheight for the current column. Let

currentletter be the letter at the bottom of the current column. Let oldtopnode and oldtopheight be

the values of topnode and topheight in the preceding column (or the start node and zero if the

current column is the first column of the landscape). Determine If there Is an edge leading out from

oldtopnode that Is labeled with currentetter. If this edge exists and the node it leads to has a fre-

quency at or above the minimum freuency to be printed In the landscape (2 for a landscape of a

string with rspect to itelf), thon topnode becomes this node. Otherwise repeat the process for
successive suft nodes, starting at oldktopnode, unfil a node with the minimum frequency is found.
This will be the new topnode.
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In the process, oldtopnode, or a node in Its chain of suffix nodes, is found to be the parent Of

topnode. To compute topheight, we observe that the boundary mark for newtopnode's class is the

diagonal upward extension of the boundary mark for its parents class in the previous column. Thus,
topheight is given by one plus oldtopheight, if its parent is oldtopnode, or one plus its parent's length
label if it is not.

RESULTS

IZ oxampbsa
Figure 4 shows several landscapes from bacteriophage T7 (13). Figure 4a displays a distinc-

tive vafley directly above nucleootde 8418. The sequence GATC occurs only six fimes in T7, and
the longer cGATC is unique, as indicated by the blank space for that sequence. In a random
sequence the length of T7, a tetramer is expected to occur 156 times. The avoidance of the GATC
sequence in T7 is particularly evident when the lower level numbers are revealed by a zoom-in, as

in Figure 4b. From the frequencies of GAT (645), ATC (493) and AT (2260, under an asterisk in

figure 4b), one would expect 141 GATC's. T7 has evolved to avoid the sequence GATC, which is
methylated by the E. coli dam methylase (14). The reason for this avoidance is unknown.

Figure 4c shows some significant peaks from T7. Twenty levels above nucleotide 314 is a
peak labeled with a 3 that signifies the twenty-long sequence beneath it, in capitals, occurs three
times in T7. The other two occurrences are nearby, one on each side (underlined). Both of these
are preceded by ACA, and so are part of a 23-long sequence that occurs twice. The blanks, as well
as the vertical and diagonal lines, beneath the 3 of the peaks, also represent sequences that occur
three times. The lowest level of those, at level seven and occurring between the 6 and 7 (the blank
is boxed) Is associated with the sequence ACCAGAC (overlined). This means that in T7 every time
the sequence ACCAGAC occurs it Is preceded by TAAAG and followed by CTAAAGAC. The
twenty-long sequence ij the implication of the seven-long sequence. These sequences include
some of the SRL repeats seen by Dunn and Studier (13); their function is unknown.

Figure 4d shows the global view of the T7 landscape, in which the entire sequence is con-
densed into a single view. Each vertical line is a condensation of the landscape from 1000 bases.
The top of the line Indicates the maximum peak In the region, and the bottom of the line Is the
minimum valley in the same region. The peaks in this view of T7 are primarily late promoter sites,
which are very similar to one another (13, 15). The three lowest valleys are GATC's (the other 3
GATC's are not visible because they ae part of longer repeats, and so are "filled in"). The enor-
mous peaks on the ends of the genome, which extend higher than the figure, represent the 160
base pair direct repeats (13).
fd Rap-a Saqu

Figure Sa shows the global view of the bacteriophage fd landscape (6). There are two peaks
of height 32, one at about 1900 and the other at about 2400 In the fd sequence. Figures Sb and Sc

show the two regions in detail. There are actually two 32-long sequences that each occur twice; the
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bases from 1843 to 1874 ae repeated at 2329 to 2360 and the bases 2317 to 2348 are repeated at

2347 to 2378. The detail of the repeats can be seen easily in the landscape. The common core is

a fourteen-long sequence that occurs 7 times (in capitals). In five of those seven cases it is fol-

lowed by a T, and the other two tmes by a C. Three of the repeats are in the 1900 region and the

other four are in the 2400 region. All seven of the fifteen-long sequences, ending in either the T or

the C, are in the same reading frame of gene ll, which codes for the phage capsid protein responsi-

ble for adsorption to the host (16, 17, 18). The amino-acid repeat is ser-glu-gly-gly-gly, and it occurs

seven times in the protein (16). Figure 5d shows the landscape of the protein sequence. The detail

of the amino-acid repeats is easily seen, including several partial repeats on the ends. The

sequence EGGG occurs eight times, and the sequence GGGS occurs 11 times (the "'" on the

same level as the B's). These DNA repeats lead to amino-acid repeats suggesting that their func-

tion is at the protein level. Indeed, the closely related phage fl and M13 differ from fd at 5 nucleo-

tides in the repeat regions, but the proteins remain identical (16). However, there are 768

(6x2x4x4x4) different nucleotide sequences that would generate the same amino-acid repeat

sequence, and only a few of them are used. For example, of the three glycine codons in each

repeat, the first one almost always has a T in the third position, the second one usually has C and

the third has 50% T and C. Thus it seems likely that either the DNA repeats were formed by recent

duplication events or that they play an important role for the phage at the nucleotide sequence level.

.G 1X174 Comparisons
Figure 6a is the landscape of G4 (19), using the DAWG from the closely related phage -OX174

(20). Peaks are now sequences from G4 that occur at least once in OX, and valleys are sequences

from G4 that do not occur in OX. There are two 30-long, one 29-long and one 28-long sequences

that occur In both G4 and OX. The global view shows that different regions of the two phages are

conserved to different degrees. Figure 6b is the inverse of 6a: XX is the target sequence and the

DAWG is from G4. The same peaks are observed because they are sequences that occur in each

phage. The arrangement of the peaks looks, at first glance, to be different. However, these

genomes are each circular and the sequences have been arbitrarly linearized at different places.

Alignment of the two compressed landscapes gives the proper alignment of the two genomes. The

first 30-level peak of G4 (from nucleotides 500 to 529) is the same sequence as the second 30-level

peak of XX (from nucleotides 4299 to 4328). This Is within the coding region for the gene A protein

of each phage, and it also overlaps the beginning point of viral strand synthesis. It is perhaps the

dual function of this sequence that accounts for Its high conservation.

Eigur 4. Some landscapes from bacteriophage T7.
a. Landscape around the GATC at position 8418. This string only occurs six times in T7. The
represent strings that occur more than 9 times.
b. The same region as in 4a expanded (by a "zoom-in") so that larger numbers are visible.
c. The landscape around position 300. See text for details.
d. The condensed landscape for all of T7.
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Flours L Repeat sequences in fd.
a. The condensed landscape for all of fd.
b and c. The detail from the reglons of the two peaks in part a. See text for details.
d. The landscape for the gene Ill protein In the region of the repeating sequences. The DNA
repeats are in the same reading frame, leading to repeats in the protein as well.

The other 30-level peak occurs at nucleotidoe 594 to 623 of OX and nucleotdoes 2180 to 2209

of G4. This region of thirty conserved bases Is within the coding regions of both genes E and D,

which are overlapping but In different reading frames. Both protein sequences ae conserved In this
region, gene E for nine amino acids and gene D for 15, leading to the high conservation at the DNA

sequence level. The 29- and 281lng repeats are In the coding regions of genes A and A'; the 29-

long one is also in the reading frame of the overlapping out-oftframe gene K.
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Elgure L Comparisons of G4 to OX174.
a. Landscape of G4, using OX174 as the source string.
b. Landscape of OX174, using G4 as the source string.
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figure 7 IS THE LANDSCAPE OF this sentence using this paper as the source string
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Figure L Landscape of a sentence from this paper. All letters are considered lower case; otherwise
the text is unmodified. The landscape is nearly the same if blanks and punctuation are removed.
The capitalized text corresponds to the peak at 36040.

The directed acyclic word graph (DAWG) is a fast (O(n)) algorithm for determining the number

of occurrences of every substring in a string. With the landscape display described in this paper, it

provides a fast and powerful way to examine the patterns of nucleic-acid sequences, amino-acid

sequences or other texts. Unusually common or rare sequences appear as peaks or valleys,

respectively, in the landscape. In addition, subsequences that always occur in a particular context

are easily seen.

Rules of the form "every time y occurs it is preceded by z and followed by z", which form the

basis of the notion of implication, constitute a primitive "grammar" for a set of strings to the extent

that they place restrictions on the allowable substrings of these strings. The notion of two-way

equivalence classes, derived from these rules, leads to a unique decomposition of a string into a

loose hierarchy of primary subunits. These subunits and their relationships are graphically displayed

by the mountains of the landscape. Further, each subunit can be uniquely associated with a sub-
string of the string, namely the representative of the class. These representatives are the largest
substrings that occur in two or more distinct contexts in the string. We have observed that in DNA

sequences the larger representatves often correspond to substrings with known biological functions,
such as the T7 late promoters, and in human languages they often correspond to words and short

phrases that identify key elements of the passage. Figure 7 is the landscape of this sentence using

this paper as the source string. While we do not expect this notion of grammar to ever explain more
than a small part of the structure of DNA or natural language strings, it could prove an interesting

starting point. It has the advantages of being entirely universal and computationally tractable.
To be of further use in biology, this model should probably first be extended to allow a proba-

bilistic notion of implication, which would systematically include the "near misses" as well. Even
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though the DAWO structure is highly sensitive to small changes in the source string, it is still useful

for approximate string matching. Examples of near misses that still show up in landscapes because
they contain large exact matches are plentiful. This idea can be formalized in a metric between

strings that takes a prevalence of smaller exact matches between two strings as an indication of

relatedness (regardless of the order In which the matches occur). Details are given in (21). This

new metric may make fast phylogeny measurements possible.
We have shown in this paper a few of the uses of a sequence landscape. Others come to

mind that we have not yet tully explored. A landscape of a sequence, using its complement for the

DAWG, would be a fast way of finding significant palindromes and potential RNA structures. This

may prove a useful first step In structure prediction of long sequences. A DAWG from a set of func-

tionally related sequences could be used to show features that are most conserved even when the

spacing between, or order of, important parts are variable. The DAWG created from a collection of

functionally related sequences, such as promoters or ribosome binding sites, might do better than

consensus searching approaches at Idenfifying new sites. A significant density of short exact
matches to a large collection of related sequences should be seen by appropriate analyses of the

lower landscape levels. Any analysis of sequences that relies on patterns of characters can probably
be augmented by use of a landscape, because of Its speed of calculafion and the wealth of informa-
fion displayed.
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